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Problems to retrieve passive MW winds Problems to retrieve passive MW winds 
under rainunder rain 

Possible MitigationsPossible Mitigations
AttenuationAttenuation
•• Signal/Noise decreases. Especially at higher frequencies.Signal/Noise decreases. Especially at higher frequencies.

Use CUse C-- Band + XBand + X-- BandBand

Rain signal very similar to wind signalRain signal very similar to wind signal
•• Algorithm treats increase in rain the same way as increase in wiAlgorithm treats increase in rain the same way as increase in wind.nd.

Train algorithm under rain.Train algorithm under rain.
Try to find channel combinations that are less or not sensitive Try to find channel combinations that are less or not sensitive to rain to rain 
but sensitive to wind.but sensitive to wind.

Wind speed retrieval algorithm without rain is based on physicalWind speed retrieval algorithm without rain is based on physical
radiative transfer model (RTM). radiative transfer model (RTM). 

Rain is difficult to model in RTMRain is difficult to model in RTM
•• Cloud typeCloud type
•• Beamfilling (rain filling part of retrieval cell)Beamfilling (rain filling part of retrieval cell)
•• Depression in atmospheric temperature (scattering, Depression in atmospheric temperature (scattering, ……))

Use statistical algorithm (measured TBs) rather than physical alUse statistical algorithm (measured TBs) rather than physical algorithm gorithm 
(modeled TBs).(modeled TBs).



Case StudyCase Study

WindSat Brightness WindSat Brightness 
Temperatures in HurricanesTemperatures in Hurricanes



Study Data SetStudy Data Set
Wind vectors from Surface Wind Analysis from the NOAAWind vectors from Surface Wind Analysis from the NOAA’’s s 
Hurricane Research Division (HRD)Hurricane Research Division (HRD)
•• Ground observations (buoys, ships)Ground observations (buoys, ships)
•• AircraftAircraft
•• Satellite (SSM/I, TMI, ERS, QuikScat, GOES)Satellite (SSM/I, TMI, ERS, QuikScat, GOES)
•• Pressure Pressure –– Wind relationships Wind relationships 

18 hurricanes during 2003 and 200418 hurricanes during 2003 and 2004
Collocated with WindSat brightness temperaturesCollocated with WindSat brightness temperatures
•• NRL raw data processed and calibrated by RSSNRL raw data processed and calibrated by RSS

Rain flagged (TB exceeds boundary for rain free ocean Rain flagged (TB exceeds boundary for rain free ocean 
scenes)scenes)
Require all WindSat channelsRequire all WindSat channels
3 hour time window3 hour time window
Scale HRD winds (1 minute sustained) by 0.88 to compare Scale HRD winds (1 minute sustained) by 0.88 to compare 
with satellite winds (10 minute sustained)with satellite winds (10 minute sustained)
Resample HRD winds (5 km) onto WindSat footprint Resample HRD winds (5 km) onto WindSat footprint 
(35 km for X(35 km for X--band, 50 km for Cband, 50 km for C--band) band) 
Half of the set is used for training, the other half for testingHalf of the set is used for training, the other half for testing
About 1600 test casesAbout 1600 test cases
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Basic Algorithm: Linear RegressionBasic Algorithm: Linear Regression

ChallengeChallenge
Find channel combination that Find channel combination that 
takes out the rain signal takes out the rain signal 
without taking out the wind without taking out the wind 
signalsignal





Dual polarization can take out Dual polarization can take out 
rain signal w/o reducing wind signal rain signal w/o reducing wind signal 
if wind speed is low (< 8 if wind speed is low (< 8 m/sm/s) ) 
but not for higher wind speeds.but not for higher wind speeds.





Spectral Difference between CSpectral Difference between C--Band Band 
and Xand X--Band allows to reduce the rain Band allows to reduce the rain 
effect but still remaining sufficient effect but still remaining sufficient 
sensitive to wind speed sensitive to wind speed 



Refinement: WindSat HRefinement: WindSat H--Wind AlgorithmWind Algorithm
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•• Include other channels Include other channels 

•• Add quadratic termsAdd quadratic terms

•• Include dependence on SSTInclude dependence on SST

•• Regression coefficients dependent on Regression coefficients dependent on 
atmospheric transmittance atmospheric transmittance 





Performance of HPerformance of H--wind Algorithmwind Algorithm

Full hurricane study set (1600 measurements)Full hurricane study set (1600 measurements)
RMS of HRMS of H--wind versus with HRD windwind versus with HRD wind
HRD wind is not truthHRD wind is not truth
•• Hurricanes are movingHurricanes are moving
•• Location mismatch due to 3 hr time differenceLocation mismatch due to 3 hr time difference
•• Estimate RMS error due to location mismatch to about Estimate RMS error due to location mismatch to about 

2.5 m/s2.5 m/s, which is RMS, which is RMS--subtracted from total RMS.subtracted from total RMS.
No significant biasesNo significant biases



Wind Induced EmissivityWind Induced Emissivity
WindSat TB over HRD WindsWindSat TB over HRD Winds



Above 12 m/s wind induced emissivity is mainly due to sea foam.Above 12 m/s wind induced emissivity is mainly due to sea foam.

Black curves: RSS Ocean Emissivity Model that was developed  forBlack curves: RSS Ocean Emissivity Model that was developed  for wind wind 
speeds below 18 m/s linearly extrapolated to high wind speeds.speeds below 18 m/s linearly extrapolated to high wind speeds.

Red asterisks: Result of WindSat TB versus HRD wind speed analysRed asterisks: Result of WindSat TB versus HRD wind speed analysis.   is.   

Signal seems to start to saturate above 30 Signal seems to start to saturate above 30 m/sm/s at lower frequencies.at lower frequencies.



Global Wind Speed Global Wind Speed 
Algorithm in RainAlgorithm in Rain



NCEP wind speeds as ground truth.NCEP wind speeds as ground truth.
O.k. at low winds, but NCEP is bad and O.k. at low winds, but NCEP is bad and 
insufficiently populated at high winds.insufficiently populated at high winds.
Hybrid (StatisticalHybrid (Statistical--Physical) AlgorithmPhysical) Algorithm
Decouples rainy atmosphere (statistical) from Decouples rainy atmosphere (statistical) from 
surface (RTM)surface (RTM)
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Performance of Global AlgorithmPerformance of Global Algorithm

Ground Truth Ground Truth used for evaluationused for evaluation
•• Wind speeds below 15 m/s: NCEP, 1 year, globally Wind speeds below 15 m/s: NCEP, 1 year, globally 
•• Wind speeds above 15 m/s: HRD winds of hurricane study set Wind speeds above 15 m/s: HRD winds of hurricane study set 

after correcting for sampling mismatch. after correcting for sampling mismatch. 
For processing: Combine Global Algorithm for For processing: Combine Global Algorithm for 
general case with Hgeneral case with H--wind Algorithm in tropical storms.wind Algorithm in tropical storms.



SummarySummary
Radiometer can provide useful wind speeds under rain.Radiometer can provide useful wind speeds under rain.
RMS error:RMS error:
•• 2 2 –– 5 m/s for global algorithm depending on wind speed and 5 m/s for global algorithm depending on wind speed and 

rain rate (using Crain rate (using C--band)band)
•• 1.5 1.5 –– 2 m/s for H2 m/s for H--Wind algorithm in hurricanes (using CWind algorithm in hurricanes (using C-- 

band). band). 
•• 0.8 m/s rain free 0.8 m/s rain free 

Proper training of algorithm in rain is essentialProper training of algorithm in rain is essential
•• Key: Spectral (frequency) difference of rain signal is necessaryKey: Spectral (frequency) difference of rain signal is necessary 

to take out rain without taking out windto take out rain without taking out wind
Algorithms are statistical (HAlgorithms are statistical (H--wind) or at least partly wind) or at least partly 
statistical for the atmospheric part (global)statistical for the atmospheric part (global)
•• Needs post launch dataNeeds post launch data
•• Portability between instrumentsPortability between instruments



Wind Direction Retrievals in RainWind Direction Retrievals in Rain

Same algorithm as for rain free caseSame algorithm as for rain free case
No difference between hurricanes and whole No difference between hurricanes and whole 
EarthEarth
Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) matches Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) matches 
measured TB to RTM using Vmeasured TB to RTM using V--pol, Hpol, H--pol, 3pol, 3rdrd and and 
44thth StokesStokes
•• Wind Speed from Regression AlgorithmWind Speed from Regression Algorithm
•• MLE only done over wind direction spaceMLE only done over wind direction space

Ambiguity SelectionAmbiguity Selection
•• Median Filter  Median Filter  

Crucial: Size of directional signal of surface Crucial: Size of directional signal of surface 
emissivity versus attenuation by rainemissivity versus attenuation by rain



Surface Emissivity SignalSurface Emissivity Signal
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10.7 GHz10.7 GHz

18.7 GHz18.7 GHz

37.0 GHz37.0 GHz

full: 1full: 1stst harmharm

dashed: 2dashed: 2ndnd harmharm

dominant dominant 
harmonics increase harmonics increase 
with frequencywith frequency

attenuated in attenuated in 
atmosphereatmosphere

V, H, S4 signals V, H, S4 signals 
saturate at 15 m/ssaturate at 15 m/s

S3  signal saturates S3  signal saturates 
at 30 m/sat 30 m/s

interplay between interplay between 
rain (attenuation) rain (attenuation) 
and wind speedand wind speed



Cold wakeCold wake



Cold wakeCold wake
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